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About This Game

Soul Searching is a narrative survival game about sailing away from your homeland.

You sail on your small primitive boat to a world of islands, dragons, and magic. You can learn about stories of people living on
islands you chose to visit, discover dragons, catch fish, customize your boats, find ghosts, cast magic spells, and more.

Soul Searching leaves you in an open world without any tutorialization except telling you the buttons to play. There is not one
correct path. There are a number of play styles you can choose, depending on your hunger for gold and better boats. You might

get lost, but it won’t take too long to find your way to the end.

Inspired by Ursula Le Guin’s Earthsea series and movies like Life of Pi, Soul Searching is about growing up, leaving your
homeland, standing on your own feet. It deals with themes like isolation, searching for meaning and direction, leading to

depression and suicidal thoughts.

As the player, you are not a violent hero. The most violent thing you can do in this game is to catch fish to feed yourself. Other
than that, it’s a game of humble survival and peaceful travels. But in that humbleness you are challenged to survive in a world of

merciless dragons and endless seas.

Made by a one man team spanning 3 years of development, Soul Searching is a very personal game. It tries exciting story-telling
methods to convey feelings rarely conveyed in games. Since all code, art, music, everything is made by one person, it offers a

special sense of authorship hard to find in other games.
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Other than the single player story mode, game also offers a randomly generated mode from 1 to 4 local players. This offers
replay value and requires players to work together to survive. More players, more need for resources, so more challenge, but

more skills to survive.

Soul Searching invites you to its world of mysteries. Even though the main story play time is not that long, if you want to unlock
every achievement in the game, you will have to get lost in this world.

Features:

Around 3 hours of single player story mode

Random mode from 1 to 4 players that randomly generates a map and requires players to work together to survive

Creatures at sea: dragons, killer whales, and more

Islands with lots of monologues, and other islands that are not populated by humans

Magic skills that let you survive on sea more easily

Player appearance customization (including gender and sexual interest customization)

Day night cycle that affects gameplay in subtle ways

Extensive soundtrack

English and Turkish language support

Supporting selectable control schemes: 4 players on Xbox gamepads, 2 players on keyboard, 1 player on mouse
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Title: Soul Searching
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Kayabros
Publisher:
Kayabros
Release Date: 15 Feb, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2+

Processor: CPU: SSE2 instruction set support

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Graphics card: DX9 (shader model 3.0) or DX11 with feature level 9.3 capabilities

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 250 MB available space

English,Turkish
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Imagine the fast-paced dodge and attack strategery of Bomberman, but with a unique kind of arena shooter. You can watch the
trailer to see how it works, but the important thing is that this game is thoughtfully designed and original. There are a variety of
strategies to develop thanks to the combined depth of the handful of easy-to-understand gameplay gimmicks: limited ammo that
recharges, creating walls\/paths for yourself and your opponent, creating a path to an item spawn in advance or using a shot to
destroy an opponents' item, charging a shot for a three-pronged blast but being open and predictable as a compromise, wrapping
around the maps, etc..

It's a great game to play locally and with friends. Buy it so the community isn't as sparse as it often is.

Also worth mentioning: There are unlockable colors, emoticons, levels, and character trails. While waiting for online matches
(or any time) you can play a VS mode against challenging AI players or an arcade mode against waves of enemies. Succeeding
in these unlocks more levels of them, so that's nice.

I had my eye on Inversus since it impressed me at E3 2016 and I'm glad I finally bit the bullet and got it in spite of having few
local friends to play with.. An alternate universe where people actually help one another. Nice game with amazing music !!! :D
Just buy it !. Kvests, vienk\u0101r\u0161i kvests.. Tabletop game with LOTS of potential. Very fun!. This is a solid add-on for
your German collection. It adds the stopping passenger services on Hamburg-Lubeck since the other trains with this route
mostly cover the regional runs. The exterior model looks great with attention to detail, especially around the couplings. The
interior cab is nothing short of nice. They added the option to turn on and off the screens which are non-functional anyways
(Would be nice to see your timetable on them in the future).

As for the actually running, PZB and Sifa work fine. I had no problems on the scenario I ran which was the easiest one. The
acceleration is relatively slow (but that's expected for DMU) and the max speed (120km\/h) doesn't take too long to get up to.
Like the 442 Talent you have a combined throttle\/brake and a seperate train brake. Braking is good, seems to slow down nicely
in time for stations.

Though only 3 scenarios (which is common now for loco DLC), they do range from easy (Clear, not much AI) to very
challenging (Storm, delayed AI, lots of PZB use).

The sounds (though I'm not from Germany and have never heard one of these) are pretty good. Start-up and shut down are very
nice. I particularly liked the fact that the unit you're driving in is louder than the other end when revving up.

Overall, a very nice add-on if you're looking to expand your German set. DTG have done a good job lately with the German add-
ons in my opinion.

9\/10
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. The game is pretty cool for its price, BUT only for its price. I wouldn't buy this if it would be any more expensive.

+ pretty original idea (looks like one of the game modes in Postal 2, haven't seen anywhere else)
- no sound while in-game, a good soundtrack would definitely make it better
+ decent graphics
- a little bit laggy
- has 3+ achievements with same requirements and descriptions which is pretty annoying

Actually, this game can be improved in lots of different ways, but when you're low on money and don't mind playing some kind
of puzzle, this game is not too bad choice. 5\/10. The worst monetary decision i've ever made...

yes, worse than a selfie stick.. Did a quick run through but wow This was alot of fun! If you're a fan of Last Air Bender or Korra
you'll really enjoy this. Easily my new favorite game, actually been waiting years for something like this. We definitely need
more " super powered \/ abilities " style games, shooters are just boring... I'll be on this for hrs for sure
Thank you!
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great for a run of the old times. Sydney's a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. I hate her lines and her voice drives me nuts. But
her deck... Oh dear sweet baby Jesus, her perk deck.

This DLC gives you an [s]LMG[\/s] "assault rifle" with a 100-round twin drum magazine, but asides from playing the piano in
the safehouse for a whole song without reloading this has very little utility, with its low damage and accuracy.

Obviously you get masks and a character, but these don't affect play and they're
pretty\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665anyway.

More importantly you'll get Sydney's spectacular perk deck, "Anarchist."

If you don;t know, Anarchist is an armour deck. It's actually more extreme an armour deck than Armourer.

Anarchist does three things:

-Changes the way your armour regenerates,

-Gives you a two-second grace period of immunity to health damage when your armour breaks, and...

-Trades half your health for over twice that value in armour.

Let me explain the massive benefits of these three attributes.

First, your armour regeneration changes drastically.

Instead of recovering your armour after avoiding any damage for several seconds, you will constantly regenerate armour
throughout a fight. However, you may find that just standing out in the open with dozers and snipers shooting at you won't get
you very far above Mayhem. This is where Bullseye comes in.

Anarchist gives you a flat 10 armour every hit you land, and the bullseye skill from Armourer gives you another 35 if it's a
headshot. There is a two-second cooldown on both, so bring a slower-firing, hard-hitting weapon (I use snipers or sometimes
870 shotguns) and land consistent headshots to keep my armour up. If you only expose yourself to cops you're shooting at, and
can land consistent hits, then you can quite easily keep your armour up for an entire heist below Death Wish. The hardest thing
about htis deck is fighting everything every other deck has taught you - you don't get armour from cowering in a corner and
waiting for a breath of fresh air. You stand up and fight, and you get armour.

Furthermore, if your armour does break, which it shouldn't below DW, then you will be immune to health damage for two
seconds. This won't prtect any armour you build up from damage or gradual recovery, though - so when your armour does
break, it's time to get to cover - especially since it has a lengthy 15-second cooldown and you have a very small health pool
under that EOD suit you're wearing.

Okay, we get it. Anarchist has lots of armour. But what about One Down? One DOwn is where you really need the best from
your perk decks and skill trees, so what's the story up there on the highest difficulty?

Well it only gets better from here.

A core component of 1D is the amount of damage the cops deal. The difference between DW and 1D is astonishing, and almost
all builds wil fall into Swan Song in under a second of fire from just a single three-man squad of cops.

Now Anarchist is usually used with heavy armour, so it's good for bunkering to wait out an escape sequence. By staying close to
cover so you can duck into it as soon as your armour breaks, a single Anarchist dug into a corner can hold out almost
indfeinitely. This is where having lots of armour truly shines, because lsogin health on 1D will sap a team of meds very quickl;y,
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but armour is easy to recover.

This is where we start to get clever.

If you get hit by any gun bigger than a Glock (Chimano) on One Down and your armour isn't up it'll down you, just like that. No
tanking, no ability to recover your health. So... logically, it doesn't matter if we throw away what little health we have left, seeing
as it's useless anyway.

This is where Frenzy and Berserker skills from the Fugitive tree come in.

Frenzy will reduce your maximum helath, yes, but remeber we had almost nothing to begin with anyway so it doesn't matter.
What does matter is that it will give you a flat 25% damage reduction to ALL damage, EVER, and help your armour stand up to
the rage of 1D, but more improtantly it will permanently trigger Berserker and you'll deal double damage to cops with all
firearms. This is pretty much the ultimate ammo skill - instead of bringing Fully Loaded, for 25% more ammo, every shot you
take counts for two. So that doubles your ammo, a 100% increase! Numbers!

Absuing this Anarchist + Berserker combo makes Anarchist tank builds tough and powerful in a 1D bunker situation - but what
if you want mobility?

The last thing I still haven't covered is running Annie with lighter armour.

You see, where as Wolf's Armourer deck gives you a bonus based on how much armour you already have, encouraging you to
wear heavy armour, Annie gives you a static buff based off your health, not your armour. That means that, with armour skills, it
gives the two-piece suit over 200 armour (the Improved Combined Tacitcal Vest, the heaviest armour ingame, only has a base
value of 180)!

This gives a budding ANarchist the ability to not only have thick armour with high mobility, but even to pair dodge with it too!
Perhaps the best way to get great value from a sharply dressed Anarchist is to grab the aced sprinter skill in the dodge tree to
gain a 25% dodge chance while sprinting. The higher level dodge skills can cramp your style, demanding high concealment
weapons and preventing you from packing heavy kit like the .50 cal that is so wonderful on 1D.

A 30% dodge chance, running at full speed, with 200 armour, a flat 25% damage reduction to everything incoming and dobule
damage from all firearms....
BUT WAIT, THERE'S MORE!

Running the suit with Anarchist will reduce your gradual armour regeneration in the long run, but what it will also do is
constantly automatically armour gate for you. By regenerating trace amounts of armour almost constantly, the self-respecting
Anarchist can negate even very heavy damage from shotguns and rifles. Be careful of focus fire, because if two shots hit you at
the same time while your invulnerability is on cooldown you're more toast than a stick of charcoal, but if you bring heavby
weapons that stagger well and keep that rmour regenerating you can rock 1D like nobody's business. If you don't have this DLC
already. buy it right now. Not only is this a super-competitive way to contribute to the team on 1D, but it's also a new and
exciting way to play and I think you'll have a heck of a time running Anarchist.

Guys, the DLC - go get it.. Store screenshot #3 has half of the monsters in the game in it, while store screenshot #5 has 100% of
the dialogue. Or, for a different way of putting it, you get an achievement every 2 seconds, and by the time I was convinced I
saw everything in the game, I had 295 achievements.

Look, if you want to buy 5000 achievements for $2, you do that, but I'm going to think it's dumb.. I played it on other nights
missleading title.. This game is a parody of monster hunter. It's actually fantastic to see real a human connection that isn't
intimately tied to war. It has been said that we live in a strange world where it allows war to be practiced openly while love
making kept secret. The main protag' doesn't want it and the game allows you to play that style. No one forces those fantastic
love circles in an action packed JRPG. I want more of these. They are honestly fantastic.. Playing this game is one of the most
heterosexual things I have ever done.
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Update: V1.03 - Quality Setting, Bug Fixes, Linux Gamepad Support:
Hello! A new update is now live. Here are the patch notes.

Quality setting is available in the graphics options menu. If you set it to low, the game will work better on low-spec
machines.

Corrected some misspelled words.

Gamepad is now supported in Linux.

Gamepad doesn't make mouse cursor invisible in multiplayer.

Infinite zoom bug is fixed.

Other small bug fixes.

Thanks for your support.. Update: V1.02 - Bug Fixes, Enhancements:
Hello there, a new update is now live.

Enhancements on the Turkish font (Türkçe fontta düzeltmeler yapıldı)

Now it's easier to close map with mouse

Sometimes, when you faint, you would wake up as another person with magic skills you weren't supposed to know.
Happens to the best of us. This is now fixed.

Now you don't have infinite water in your bucket while it's raining.

This one is embarrassing. On the last update, I created a bug so that when you buy a boat, you would keep your old boat.
This is now fixed.

Volume sliders sometimes weren't saved. Fixed.

Thank you so much for your positive reviews and encouraging comments. I'll keep working on this game, and try to give you
lovely people the best experience you can get out of it.. Version 1.2 with lots of bug fixes:
Version 1.2 has been released:

 Fixes in the save system.

 Optimization.

 Quality of life features like ease of UI traversal.

 Text fixes in localization.

Thanks for all the support.. Version 1.11 Update:
Just released a small bugfix update that fixes some render issues and writing typos among other problems.

Let me know if there is anything wrong with the update and I will make sure to fix it. Thanks!
- Talha. Update: V1.01 - Trading Cards, Bug fixes:
Trading cards added! Collect the cards, gain the Soul Searcher badge, have customized profile backgrounds, emotes.
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Bug fixes:

No infinite loop when you try to delete a save slot now

You can use ladders on boats more freely now so you can't get stuck with other objects in sea.

Starting a game only to see the boats won't move is now fixed.

Some green visitor now won't be a problem to talk to. (nonspoiler-y patch notes ftw)

Other small fixes.

. Big Soul Searching Update: Short Stories:

Short Stories is a free update to Soul Searching. It adds 7 new games that are designed to enrich the lore of Soul Searching. It
took a lot of time to prepare these games but we are very happy with the result. I hope you enjoy this big update. We are looking
forward to hear your thoughts.
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